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Thoughts From Yesterday’s Discussion on 
Performance Measurement 
• Data quality (consistency, accuracy) is a current significant constraint 
• How to make the “TSM&O Story” Resonate 

– Why the “Road Paving” and “Bridge Building” stories are different 
– Payoffs from TSM&O that ought to be incorporated into the message 

• Meeting larger goals 
• Safety 
• Efficient use of what we have 
• Leveraging innovation and technology 
• Short implementation time with relatively low cost 

• How to change professional practice: “The Path to Excellence” 
– Example: travel demand modeling today is not often sensitive to current conditions 

• What areas should the DOT target for improvement? Each DOT has unique challenges 
• Which capabilities does the DOT need to improve to get there? A simple management 

approach lays the foundation for all else 
• Integrate with regional and local transportation agencies too! 

• Important characteristics of selected performance measures 
– Meaningful to constituents (Executives, elected officials, road users), i.e., clearly relate to 

broader goals 
– Scalable in time and space (for uniformity of message and application) 



Effects of CV/New Technologies and Big Data on Data 
Needs 

• Added Value: 
– Wider range of data availability, across all modes 
– Real-time responsiveness 
– Historical trend analysis capabilities 
– Better understanding of how the system is used  detailed system plans in 

streetscape design level. 
• Additional Time and Cost Burdens: 

– Expense 
– Limitations on data/results usage 
– Filtering and analysis requirements 
– “black box” syndrome 
– Will these private companies be around in 5-10 years? 

• Keep in mind: 
– Institutional issues (culture, reorganization, etc.) need to adapt to these new 

opportunities 
– Time and resource constraints affect ability to incorporate  



Thoughts About Moving Forward 

• There are rural as well as urban opportunities: maintenance, work zone, event management, 
signal timing, RWIS, traveler information systems, ramp meters, lane operations, TIM, lane 
control,… 
– Every state is doing something 
– No state is doing everything to the maximum 

• How to move forward (simple to say, not so simple to do) 
– Determine customer’s expectations 
– Who is responsible for managing operations? 
– Where are you today? 
– Where do you want to go? 
– How are you going to get there? 

• Areas requiring your focus (integrated and multidimensional) 
– Scope 
– Business processes 
– Systems/technology 
– Performance measurement 
– Culture 
– Organization/staffing 
– Resource allocation 
– Partnerships 


